
Instructor Handout - Belay & Anchors Saturday 

Notes: 
● Student belays are to be backed up by someone holding on to the brake strand. 
● If student belays are not “proficient” (for their first day), give them more practice. 
● Program Rules are on the back of this sheet or in a separate handout. 

Agenda: 
1. Review program rules and safety at the crag (helmet, anchor, ROCK!, ROPE!) 
2. Discuss toprope anchors 

a. Explain SERENE (Solid, Efficient, Redundant, Equalized, No Extension). 
b. Explain the difference between dynamic rope and static rope/webbing/slings. 
c. Build (as a group) a SERENE toprope anchor with rope or webbing. 
d. Explain importance of rope care/handling: don’t step on rope, proper 

coiling/flaking, keep it dry, out of sunlight, away from chemicals, etc. 
3. Belaying preliminaries 

a. Explain how a tubular belay device (ATC) works. 
b. Demonstrate belay technique pull-brake-under-slide (PBUS). 
c. Explain critical climbing voice signals. (Use the full set of signals all the time.) 

i. Climber: ON BELAY? Belayer: BELAY (is) ON 
ii. Climber: CLIMBING! Belayer: CLIMB AWAY or CLIMB ON 
iii. Climber: OFF BELAY!Belayer: BELAY (is) OFF 

d. Discuss other voice commands: Up Rope, Slack, Take, Lower, Falling. 
e. Discuss use of names preceding calls and responses to avoid confusion. 
f. Discuss safety checks: climber and belayer check each other's harness and 

tie-in. 
g. Discuss pros and cons of having the belayer anchored at the bottom. 

4. Toprope belay from the bottom of the cliff with a tubular belay device 
a. Each student climbs and takes a fall (but can continue to the top of the climb). 
b. Each student belays a climber, catches a fall, and lowers a climber. 

5. Discuss top-managed belays 
a. Discuss three methods for belaying from the top: with a redirect, off the harness, 

and directly off the anchor. 
b. Avoid the leader skill of using an ATC/Reverso in guide mode. 
c. Optional: anchor with GriGri (brake strand must be redirected when lowering) 

6. Toprope belay from the top of the cliff using Münter hitch 
a. Each student belays a student climber using a Münter hitch directly off the 

anchor. 
b. Climber takes a surprise fall and belayer catches the fall. 
c. A friction hitch (autoblock) must be used on the brake strand when lowering. 

7. Other skills (can be done by an assistant with students not belaying/climbing) 
a. Each student ties/demonstrates today's knots 
b. Each student butterfly coils a rope with a backpack finish 

8. [Time permitting] Toprope belay from the top using a redirect 
9. [Time and gear permitting] Assistive braking device (e.g., a GriGri) 

a. Explain, demonstrate, and allow students to practice belaying with a GriGri. 
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